International Beauty Industry Competition 2020

Regulation

Date: Dec.11(Fri)~Dec.12(Sat)
Location: Chientan Youth Activity Center
(No.16, Sec. 4, Zhongshan N. Rd., Shilin Dist., Taipei City 111, Taiwan)

◎Event Categories and Divisions
【On-site Event】
SA

TA

BA

Student

Societal

Master

Dec.11

SA101

TA101

BA101

Art

Dec.11

SA102

TA102

BA102

Live Model

On-site

Dec.11

TA103

BA103

30

Mannequin Head

On-site

Dec.11

Int'l Tattoo (Eye line)

30

Fake Skin-eye shape
(Random)

N/A

Dec.11

TA105

BA105

Int'l French Sculpture Gel
Int'l Clear Sculpture Gel
Extension
Int'l Multilayer Eyelash
Extension Expert

75

Live Model

Artificial nail

Dec.11

TA106

BA106

75

Live Model

Artificial nail

Dec.11

TA107

BA107

30

Mannequin Head

On-site

Dec.11

TA108

Int'l Tattoo (Lip)

40

Fake Skin-Lip
(Random)

N/A

Dec.11

TA109

BA109

75

Live Model

Artificial nail

Dec.11

TA110

BA110

50

Mannequin Head

On-site

Dec.11

TA111

BA111

30

Fake Skin

N/A

Dec.11

TA112

BA112

30

Fake Skin

N/A

Dec.11

TA113

BA113

Int'l Standard Cold Perm

30

Mannequin Head

On-site

Dec.12

SA201

Int'l Bridal Hair Style

40

Mannequin Head

On-site

Dec.12

SA202

Int'l Bridal Make-up

50

Live Model

On-site

Dec.12

SA203

30

Mannequin Head

On-site

Dec.12

SA204

50

Live Model

On-site

Dec.12

SA205

TA205

40

Paper

On-site

Dec.12

SA206

TA206

20

Live Model

On-site

Dec.12

SA207

TA207

Event

Time

Model

sub-category

Date

Int'l Manicure

50

Live Model

Treatment

Int'l Salon Gel Design
Int'l Lash Extension
Magician
Int'l Eyelash Extension
Expert

50

5 Short tips

50

Int'l French Sculpture
Acrylic
Int'l Lash Stylist
Int'l Tattoo (Matte
eyebrow)
Int'l Tattoo (Fluttering
eyebrow)

Int'l Fan-shaped Cold
Perm
Int'l Banquet Make-up
Int'l Bridal Make-up on
Paper
Int'l Special Make-up

SA104

SA112
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TA104

TA203

【Art Work Event】：
Event

Type

Int'l Nail Art Design
Long Tip
Int'l Nail Diamond Decoration
Long Tip
Design
Int'l 3D Mixed Nail Art Design Long Tip
Int'l Nail Tip Design
Tip
( Fit Overall Styling Theme) (Finger/ Toe)
Int'l Nail Art Design on Paper
Paper
Int'l Nail Art Creative
Digital File
Photography
Int'l Phone Case Gel Art
Phone Case
Design
Int'l Phone Case Diamond
Phone Case
Decoration Design
Int'l Nail Art Mixed Creative
Long Tip
Design
Int'l Eyelash Mixed Design
Fake Eyelash
Int'l Color Eyelash Extension
Fake Eyelash
Design
Int'l Eyelash Extension Design
Paper
on Paper
Int'l Static Tattoo
White Fake
(Fluttering eyebrow)
Skin
Int'l Static Tattoo
Fake Skin-eye
(Fluttering eyebrow/ Eye Line)
shape
Int'l Static Tattoo
White Fake
(Matte eyebrow)
Skin
Int'l Static Tattoo
Fake
(Eyebrow/ eye line/ lip)
Skin-Face

SB

TB

BB

Student

Societal

Master

Dec.11

SB114

TB114

BB114

Wedding in
different culture

Art

Dec.11

SB115

TB115

Art

Dec.11

TB116

BB116

Wedding in
different culture

Art

Dec.11

TB117

Art

Dec.11

Art

Dec.11

Art

Dec.11

SB120

TB120

Art

Dec.11

SB121

TB121

Art

Dec.11

SB122

TB122

Art work

Dec.11

SB123

TB123

Art work

Dec.11

SB124

TB124

Art work

Dec.11

SB125

TB125

Art work

Dec.11

Art work

Dec.11

Art work

Dec.11

Art work

Dec.11

sub-category

Date

Art

SB118

model

TB119

TB126

Wedding in
different culture

Wedding in
different culture

BB126
BB127

SB128

TB128
TB129

BB129

TB130

BB130

Fake Skin-eye
shape
(Random)

Art work

Dec.11

Int'l Static Tattoo

Fake Skin

Art work

Dec.11

TB131

Int'l Static Tattoo (Lip)

Fake Skin-lip
shape
(Random)

Art work

Dec.11

TB132

Mask

Art work

Dec.12

SB208

TB208

Paper

Art work

Dec.12

SB209

TB209

Int'l Bride Bouquet Design

Bridal
bouquet

Art work

Dec.12

SB210

TB210

Int'l Barbie Fashion

Doll

Art work

Dec.12

SB211

TB211

Int'l Special Make-up Design

Mannequin
Head

Art work

Dec.12

SB212

TB212

Paper

Art work

Dec.12

SB213

TB213

Paper

Art work

Dec.12

SB214

TB214

Int'l Decoupage Mask Design

Mask

Art work

Dec.12

SB215

TB215

Int'l Flower Design

N/A

Art work

Dec.12

SB216

TB216

Int'l Boutonniere Design

Boutonniere

Art work

Dec.12

SB217

TB217

Int'l Art Design

N/A

Art work

Dec.12

SB218

TB218

Int'l Sketch Make-up Design

Paper

Art work

Dec.12

SB219

TB219

Int'l Art Jelly Design

N/A

Art work

Dec.12

SB220

TB220

Int'l Static Bridal Hair Style

Mannequin
Head

Art work

Dec.12

SB221

Int'l Static Bridal Make-up
Design
Int'l two-tone Art Design

As the competition

TB118

Int'l Static Tattoo
(Eye line)

Int'l Mask Art Painting
Int'l Static Creative Make Up
Design

Theme

SB130
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BB132

Int'l Hair Coloring – on Sock
Bun

Mannequin
Head
Mannequin
Head
Mannequin
Head
Mannequin
Head
Mannequin
Head
Mannequin
Head

Int'l Hair Cut
Int'l Male hair style parted on
the left side
Int'l Male Butch Cut
Int'l Level C technician Cut/
blow drying
Int'l Finger Wave Hairstyle

Art work

Dec.12

SB222

Art work

Dec.12

SB223

Art work

Dec.12

SB224

Art work

Dec.12

SB225

Art work

Dec.12

SB226

Art work

Dec.12

SB227

◎Divisions:
Student Division: Admission by student card, no matter who attended any type of competition or not.
Societal Division: No request.
Master Division: Participants who once been awarded as top three in any competition, certificate copies must be
submitted for registration, Nail competition determine by category (Treatment /artificial nail/ art
competition determine separately), Eyelash/ beauty/ hair determine by on-site or art work
competition. All tattoo competition records are counted.
Those who won the top three in societal or master division must register in the master division.
For the one won top three in student division may register in the societal division. Those who do
not comply with this rule will be considered disqualified. The prize will be canceled, and all the
reward should be returned. Registration fee and model cost will not be refunded. Nail/ Eyelash/
beauty/ hair/ tattoo winning record determine separately, recognized be upon 30th Sep. 2020).
Nail sub-category
Treatment

Category
Int'l Manicure

Artificial nail

Int'l Clear Sculpture Gel Extension, Int'l French Sculpture Acrylic, Int'l French
Sculpture Gel, Int’l Natural Sculpture Acrylic
Int'l Salon Gel Design, Int'l Mixed Nail Art Design, Int'l Nail Art Design, Int'l
Nail Diamond Decoration Design, Int'l Nail Tip Design ( Fit Overall Styling

Art

Theme) , Int'l Nail Art Design on Paper, Int'l Nail Art Creative Photography, Int'l
Phone Case Diamond Decoration Design, Live Model Fantasy

◎Numbers of Contestants & Awards
Event will be cancelled when contestants are less than 4 people (included)
Champion

2nd

3rd

Place

Place

獎勵
Superior

Total
Student/Societal/Master

5-9 people

1

1

10-11 people

1

1

1

12-15 people

1

1

1

3

6

16-20 people

1

1

3

4

9

21 and above

1

2

4

5

12

2

3

1~2 place：Award Trophy+ certification
Student
1~3 place：Award Trophy+ certification
Superior：Medal+ certification
Societal/Master
1~3 place：Award Trophy+ certification
+Gift vouchers
NT$10,000/8,000/6,000
Superior：Medal+ certification
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◎Prizes
【individual Prize】
A. Student Divisions
5-9 contestants: Top 2 places will receive trophy and certification.
10 and above contestants: Top 3 places will receive trophy and certification.
Superior: will receive medal and certification.

B. Societal / Master Divisions
5-9 contestants: Top 2 places will receive trophy and certification.
10 and above people: Top 3 places will receive trophy, certification and gift vouchers value NT.10,000、NT.8,000 and
NT.6,000.
Superior: will receive a medal and certification.

C. Excellence Prize in person
Nail/ Eyelash/ Tattoo/ Beauty/ Hair beauty competition categories will select the top three winners of Excellence Prize in
person according to below regulation and award the trophy+ certification.
Nail/ Eyelash/ Tattoo/Beauty/ Hair beauty scores are recorded separately by the category not division. For those who
register for 4 and above events, all those tope 3 scores are counted. No less than 3 events contestant will be evaluated.
The score in master division: 1st place will get 70 points; 2nd place gets 60 points and the 3rd place gets 50 points
The score in societal division: 1st place will get 50 points; 2nd place gets 40 points and the 3rd place gets 30 points
The score in student division: 1st place will get 30 points; 2nd place gets 20 points and the 3rd place gets 10 points

D. All-around Performance
Contestants registered 3 events or above will receive All-around Performance certification (B4 size).

E. Attend prize
All contestants will get a certification, please apply from the organizer within two weeks after the competition. The
certification will be sent to the registration unit.

【Group Prize】
A. Group Prize：
Any unit/company who had their staff/students registered over 20 entries win a group prize cup.

B. Group Achievement Prize
Any unit/company who had their staff/students registered over 10 entries of ON-SITE competition is qualified for Group
Achievement Prize evaluation. Scores of its best 10 event scores are summed to determine its position to win the prizes.
Top 3 winners get trophy and certification.

◎Registration & Payment
1. Registration Fee:
(NTD)
On-site/

Student

Societal/ Master

1000

2500

Art work

2.Registration:
A. Register via TSIA official Chinese Mandarin website Pay the fee.
B. Register via assistance of TSIA staff, if you are not able to read Chinese. Pay the fee.

3. Registration deadline: Oct. 28. 2020
Those who cancel registration before Oct 28th will get 90% refund, after Oct 29th will not be refunded
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4. Methods of Payment:
A. Pay via wire transferring to account below:
BANK NAME: CATHAY UNITED BANK
SWIFT CODE: UWCBTWTP
A/C NO.: 206087044669
A/C NAME: TAIWAN SALON INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
ADDRESS: No.7, Alley 60, Lane 507, Jhongshan Rd., Taoyuan City, Taoyuan County 330, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
B. Pay online by credit card

4. Early bird: Those who pay all the registration fee before Aug. 31 will get a competition souvenir (per
person).

◎Art Work Return
1. Art work (display box/ on paper/ on tip/ Mask), please take back from the display area at the specified time (Free cost)
2. Apply for return after the competition, pay handling fee NT$500 and internal delivery cost NT$150. Art work will be sent after
payment is confirmed. Overseas postage is calculated separately.
Note1: There is risk to be damaged during transportation; the completeness of the artworks is not guaranteed.
Note2: Apply for return should be within 2 months after the competition. Organizer is not responsible for any loss or damage to
any art work.

◎Announcements
1. Models should be at age 15 or above. Manicure category should use female model only, other categories have no restriction
on gender of models.
2. Nail contestant cannot be her/ his own model in the competition. No restriction to right/left hand for nail category.
3. ID or Student ID is requested to show at the registration desk (checking counter). Art work registration can be processed by
others.
4. For the Eyelash competition, contestants should prepare their own floor lamp, chair cushion, pillow, extension cord and
mannequin head.
For nail, beauty, tattoo competition, contestants should prepare their own table lamp and extension cord.
For hair competition, contestants should prepare their own table lamp, extension cord and mannequin head.
5. Lash Extension Magician contestants, please receive the bed sheet, blanket and air matting from checking counter. Return
after the competition.
6. Static art work competition may register more than one work in same event. The registration fee is paid contrast the quantity
of art work. If win the prize, can only pick the best one for the awarding.
7. Foreign contestant should pay the registration fee. If win a prize, the voucher can be cashed in 30% of the face value, please
apply to the organizer in 3 days.
8. No lunch box provided in the competition.
9. Rest space is limited. Thank you for consideration for any inconvenience caused.
10. Voucher can be used with appointed companies; regulation please see the notification from organizer. The organizer reserves
the rights to verify the activity.
11. Any art work which once wins a top 3 prize in any competition cannot be registered in TSIA competition. Those who comply
with this rule will be considered disqualified. The prize will be canceled, and all the reward should be returned. Registration
fee and model cost will not be refunded.
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◎Contest Itinerary
Day 1-Dec.11(Fri)

Nail/ Eyelash/ Tattoo

Area A

Area B

Area C

09:20~09:50 Contestants Admission
09:50~10:00 Contestant Seat

09:50~10:00 Contestant Seat

Manicure
10:00~10:50 Int'l
SA101student/ TB101societal/ BB101master

10:00~10:50 Int'l Lash Extension
Magician
TB103societal/ BB103master
(50min)

(50min)

Int'l Salon Gel Design
SA102student/ TB102societal/ BB102master

09:50~10:00 Contestant Seat
Int'l Eyelash Extension
10:00~10:30 Expert
SA104student/TB104societal

Int'l Tattoo (Eye line)

(30min)

TB105societal/ BB105master

10:50~11:05 Score (15min)

10:50~11:05 Score (15min)

10:30~10:45 Score (15min)

11:05~11:15 Contestant Seat

11:05~11:30 Contestant Seat

11:10~11:20 Contestant Seat

French Sculpture Gel
11:15~12:30 Int'l
TB106societal/ BB106master

11:30~12:10

11:20~12:00

(75min)

Int'l Clear Sculpture Gel
Extension

(30min)

Int'l Multilayer Eyelash
Extension Expert
TB108societal

Int'l Tattoo (Lip)
TB109societal/ BB109master

(40min)

TB107societal/ BB107master

12:30~12:45 Score (15min)

12:10~12:25 Score (15min)

12:00~12:15 Score (15min)

12:45~13:00 Contestant Seat

12:25~12:35 Contestant Seat

12:15~12:25 Contestant Seat

13:00~14:15

12:35~13:25

Int'l Tattoo (Matte
12:25~12:55 eyebrow)

Int'l French Sculpture Acrylic

Int'l Lash Stylist

TB110societal/ BB110master

TB111societal/ BB111master

(75min)

(50min)

SA112student/ TB112societal/
BB112master

Int'l Tattoo (Fluttering
eyebrow)

(30min)

TB113societal/ BB113master

14:15~14:30 Score (15min)

13:25~13:40 Score (15min)

13:20~14:50 Ceremony setting
Award Ceremony
14:50~16:30 ◎TSIA Managing Director Speech
◎Group prize cup award

12:55~13:10 Score (15min)

◎Certification of judge/ supervisor award
◎Winner of the competition award

◎Lucky draw

15:30~16:40 Art Work return (In display area/ show the contestant card/ at the specified time)
※Nail/ Eyelash/ Tattoo work: Collection-9:00~10:00 Score-10:30~11:30 Display-12:00~15:00

Return: 15:30~16:30

Day 2-Dec.12 (Sat) Beauty/ Hair
Area A

Area B

Area C

09:20~09:50 Contestants Admission
09:50~10:10 Contestant Seat

09:50~10:10 Contestant Seat

09:50~10:10 Contestant Seat

10:10~10:40 Int'l Standard Cold Perm
SA201student
(30min)

10:10~10:50 Int'l Bridal Make-up
SA202student
(40min)

10:10~11:00 Int'l Bridal Make-up
SA203student/ TA203societal
(50min)

10:40~10:55 Score(15min)

10:50~11:05 Score(15min)

11:00~11:15 Score(15min)

10:55~11:05 Contestant Seat

11:05~11:15 Contestant Seat

11:15~11:25 Contestant Seat

11:05~11:35 Int'l Fan-shaped Cold Perm 11:15~12:05 Int'l Banquet Make-up
SA204student
SA205student/ TA205societal
(30min)
(50min)

11:25~12:05 Int'l Bridal Make-up on Paper
SA206student/ TA206societal
(40min)

11:35~11:50 Score(15min)

12:05~12:20 Score(15min)

12:05~12:20 Score(15min)

Int'l Special Make-up
11:40~12:00
12:10~12:40 Ceremony setting

SA207student/ TA207societal

Contestant Seat（Stage）
12:00~12:15 Score(15min)

12:40~12:50 Special Make-up stage demonstration/ Performance dance
Award Ceremony
◎Certification of judge/ supervisor award
12:50~16:30 ◎TSIA Managing Director Speech
◎Group prize cup award
◎Winner of the competition award
15:30~16:40 Art Work return (In display area/ show the contestant card/ at the specified time)
※Beauty/ Hair work: Collection-9:00~10:00 Score-10:30~11:30

Display-12:00~15:00 Return-15:30~16:30
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◎Competition Regulations

Nail

Eyelash

Tattoo Beauty

Hair

Nail
【On-site】
※Model’s hands should not have tattoo or any decorations. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive 10-points
deduction in total score.
※All brand products are ALLOWED.
※Using left or right hand depends on the contestants except Manicure competition.
※Manicure competition should use female model only. Other categories have no restrictions on the gender of models.
※Model should be live model. Contestants cannot be their own model. Those who do not comply with this rule, the score will
results in zero.
※No restriction to the nail beds length of models.
※Top coat, cuticle oil, lineless (nail filling liquid) any oily buffer on art works are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply
with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
※Contestants should bring their own electricity extension cord, UV/LED light, and table lamp.( the light might be insufficient)

■ Int'l Manicure-Both Hands / 50 mins
1. Procedure: Sterilize  remove nail polishshape nail soften cuticle trim cuticle  trim nail side apply nail polish.
Those who do wrong with the steps or products will receive a 10-point deduction in total score.
2. Only allow two-finger of artificial nails before the competition. Those who do not comply with this rule will be
disqualified.
3. The length of the model's ten nails should be 0.2cm longer from the top of the finger skin. Nail shape must be in square
before competition. Manicure procedures, such as cuticle trimming, are NOT ALLOWED in one week before the
competition. Model’s hands will be examined by the judges before the competition, those who do not comply with this rule
will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
4. Nail shape should be round or squoval after manicure competition. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a
10-points deduction in total score.
5. All models should wear two layers of red polish on each nail surface before competition. It is no need to paint underside of
each nail tip. Models’ hands will be examined by judges before the competition, those who do not comply with this rule
will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
6. Coloring: Apply Red color gel on right hand, French gel design on left hand, those who do not comply with this rule will
result in zero score.
Right Hand: Clear Base Gel Red Color Gel Top Gel
Left Hand: Clear Base Gel French Gel Design (may use pink or nature color for nail bed, bright or fluorescent colors
are not allowed, and the front nail must be white colored.) Top Gel.
7. The gel can be polish gel or gel in jar.
8. The manicure process can be wet or dry style.
9. Do not massage.
10. Cuticle oil is allowed.
11. Nail instruments are NOT allowed.
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■ Int’l French Sculpture Gel —Single Hand / 75 mins
1.

Five fingers must be finished before the end of competition.

2.

Model’s natural nail can be prepared in advanced. The nail over the nail bed should less than 0.1cm.

3.

The nail surface should be clean without any product. The nail form trim in advance is NOT ALLOWED.

4.

Please use gel from pink, white and clear colors to complete the competition. Glitter gel or other colors are NOT
ALLOWED. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.

5.

Traditional Gel, Easy Off Gel, Gel Polish, Design Gel are all ALLOWED.

6.

The white extension area start from the AB point of smile line should not less than 1/2 of nail bed. Those who do not
comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.

7.

The white extension area should not build on clear gel base. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a ZERO
in total score.

8.

Oil, acetone, leather buffer, molding tool, tweezers and buffers are ALLOWED.

9.

Top coat is NOT ALLOWED. Must apply top gel. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points
deduction in total score.

10. Nail shape is limited as “Standard Square”. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in
total score.
11. The radian of C-curve should be the same leveling, 30%~40% are the best radian.
12. The thickness of the fingertips should be the same, and the thickness of a business card is the best size.
13. The French smile line on five-fingers must be equal.
14. Water spray, manicure bowl, towels, wet wipes are ALLOWED.
15. Nail drill machines are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-point deduction in
total score.
16. The nail extension can only be finished with nail form and builder gel.

■ Int’l Clear Sculpture Gel Extension—Single Hand / 75 mins
1.

Five fingers must be finished before the end of competition.

2.

Model’s natural nail can be prepared in advanced. The nail over the nail bed should less than 0.1cm.

3.

The nail surface should be clean without any product. The nail form trim in advance is NOT ALLOWED.

4.

Please use clear gel to complete the competition. Glitter gel or other colors are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not
comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.

5.

Traditional Gel, Easy Off Gel, Gel Polish, Design Gel are all ALLOWED.

6.

The extension area start from the AB point of smile line should not less than 1/2 of nail bed. Those who do not comply
with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.

7.

Oil, acetone, leather buffer, molding tool, tweezers and buffers are ALLOWED.

8.

Top coat is NOT ALLOWED. Must apply top gel. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points
deduction in total score.

9.

Nail shape is limited as “Standard Square”. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in
total score.

10. The radian of C-curve should be the same leveling, 30%~40% are the best radian.
11. The thickness of the fingertips should be the same, and the thickness of a business card is the best size.
12. Water spray, manicure bowl, towels, wet wipes are ALLOWED.
13. Nail drill machines are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-point deduction in
total score.
14. The nail extension can only be finished with nail form and builder gel.
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■ Int’l French Sculpture Acrylic—Single Hand / 75mins
1. Five fingers must be finished with French sculpture acrylic extensions before the end of competition. (with nail form/
monomer / acrylic powder)
2. Model’s natural nail can be prepared in advanced. The nail over the nail bed should less than 0.1cm.
3. The nail surface should be clean without any product. The nail form trim in advance is NOT ALLOWED.
4. Please use acrylic powders from pink, white and clear colors to complete the competition. Glitter powder and other color
powder are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
5. The white extension area start from the AB point of smile line should not less than 1/2 of nail bed. Those who do not
comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
6. The white extension area should not build on clear acrylic base. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a
ZERO in total score.
7. The tips glue, French tip nail extensions are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply with this rule will be considered
disqualified.
8. Buffer the surface to shiny. Top coat and top gel are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply with this rule will
receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
9. Oil, acetone, leather buffer, molding tool and buffers are ALLOWED.
10. Nail shape is limited as “Standard Square”. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in
total score.
11. The radian of C-curve should be the same leveling, 30%~40% are the best radian.
12. The thickness of the fingertips should be the same, and the thickness of a business card is the best.
13. The French smile line on five-fingers must be equal.
14. Water spray, manicure bowl, towels, wet wipes are ALLOWED
15. Nail drill machines are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-point deduction in
total score.

■ Int’l Salon Gel Design —Tips / 50mins
1. No restriction on theme.
2. The organizer will provide five pieces of short oval tips (Y1NG97 natural color, size #1.3.4.5.6)
3. Art works must be well placed on the paper which organizer provides in time. Those
who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
4. Do not bring any reference materials in the competition. Those who do not comply with
this rule will receive a 100-points deduction in total score.

【Art Work】










No restriction on quantity of the works. Only one awarded works is limited to each contestant.
The organizer owns copyrights of all works registered for competition and those works can be used for commercial purpose.
It should indicate the author name while the organizer use.
All works will be displayed on-site for scoring and must be submitted before the deadline of registration. Those who
submitted the works after the deadline will be considered disqualified.
Contestant should be the original author. If there is any PLAGIARISM confirmed, contestant will be considered
disqualified. The register fee would not be returned.
Unless possessing legal copyrights, all contestants found infringing copyright will receive a 10-points deduction in total
score.
If Art work found ever participated any other competition and won a title, the contestant will be disqualified, and their title
and prize will be retrieved as well. The register fee would not be returned.
Do not need to submit the instruction of work.
The display box should be prepared by the contestant, which should fit the size regulation.
5 long tip size should be qualified as below. Length within 9.3cm, width within 1.3cm. Square or Shrill, tip number #1 / 3 /
4 / 5 / 6 (no need to place in sequence order) .
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■ Int’l Nail Art Design — 5 Long Curve Tips
1. Theme: Wedding in different culture, each culture has its own tradition to bless the new wedding couple. Through the
creative art design, let’s show these wonderful activity and romance with multicolor to the audience.
2. Contestants should prepare a display box size 18 x 10 x 4cm for the work. Box height less than 4cm in transparent, the

lid should be able to open not be sealed.
3. Contestant prepare their long curve tips. (Tip length within 9.3cm, width within 1.3cm. Square or Shrill, tip number #1 /
3 / 4 / 5 / 6 (no need to place in sequence order). Those who use wrong number for 5 tips or provide incomplete artwork
will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
4. Do not stick the tips together with gel or acrylic powder. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points
deduction in total score.
5. Nail art color, nail art gel, and fountain pen color are ALLOWED.
6. Airbrush is NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
7. Nail works can be presented in 2D only. Glitter and nail stone are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply with this
rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
8. Stickers are NOT allowed. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
9. Using top gel or top coat depends on contestant.
10. Decorations in the display box are NOT ALLOWED. Contestant may use single color paper plate only for serving as the
background of the works. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
11. Art works must be well placed in the display box. Any mark or damage on display box is NOT ALLOWED. Those who do
not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.

■ Int’l Nail Diamond Decoration Design — 5 Long Tip
1. Contestant prepare their long curve tips. (Tip length within 9.3cm,
width within 1.3cm. Square or Shrill, tip number #1 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6
(no need to place in sequence order). Those who use wrong
number for 5 tips or provide incomplete artwork will receive a
10-points deduction in total score.
2. Contestants should prepare a display box size around 18 x 10 x
4cm for the work. Box height less than 4cm in transparent, the lid
should be able to open not be sealed.
3. Decorations in the display box are NOT ALLOWED. Do not

2019 國際靜態甲片貼鑽設計
社會組優勝/ 廖珮蓁

stick the tips together with gel or acrylic powder. Those who do
not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
4. All the design must use naked diamond as decoration only, any other decoration accessories (pearl/ lace/shell/ metal…etc.)
are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 30-points deduction in total score.
5. Nail art painting, 3D acrylic or 3D gel are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a
10-points deduction in total score.
6. Diamond should over 2/3 of the nail surface. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in
total score.
7. May create clear base to increase the surface for diamond decoration. No limit to the height.
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■ Int’l 3D Mixed Nail Art Design—5 Long Curve Tips
1. Theme: Wedding in different culture, each culture has its own tradition to bless the new wedding couple. Through the
creative art design, let’s show these wonderful activity and romance with multicolor to the audience.
2. Contestants should prepare a display box size around 18 x 10 x 4cm for the work. Box height less than 4cm in transparent,
the lid should be able to open not be sealed.
3. Contestants must bring their long curve tips. (Tip length within 9.3cm, width within 1.3cm. Square or Shrill, tip number #1
/ 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 (no need to place in sequence order). That who uses wrong number for tips or provide incomplete artwork,
will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
4. All the tips must be visible, do not stick tips together with gel or acrylic powder. Those who do not comply with this rule
will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
5. All nail works must be fully completed before submitting. Contestants may stick their name on the bottom of the box.
6. Works must be well placed in the display box. Any mark or damage on display box is NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not
comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
7. Airbrush, nail art, acrylic sculpture, gel, and decorations are ALLOWED.
8. Nail works must be presented in 3D only and make sure the lid of display box can be tightly covered. Those who do not
comply with this rule, will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
9. Clay, 3D mold, 3D soft sculpture, transfer stickers are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply with this rule will
receive a 100-points deduction in total score and be considered disqualified.
10. Decorations in the display box are NOT ALLOWED. Contestants may use one color paper plate only for serving as the
background of the works. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.

■ Int’l Nail Tip design (Fit Overall Styling Theme) —hand and toe nail tips
1. Contestants should prepare a display box size around 18 x 10 x 4cm. Box height less than 4cm in transparent, the lid should
be able to open not be sealed.
2. Contestants prepare their own tips (which include 5pcs of Arc state long curve tips and 5pcs of toe nail tips.). Code numbers
for tips are 1 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6. (No need to be placed in sequence order.) Those who use wrong number for tips or provide
incomplete art work will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
3. Nail works can be presented in 2D or 3D, only assure the lid of display box can be tightly covered. Those who do not
comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
4. Art works must be well placed in the display box. Any mark or damage on display box is NOT ALLOWED. Those who do
not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
5.The display box is ALLOWED to do decoration on.
6. The work of nail tips should fit designated overall styling theme which is provided by
organizer in picture.
7. Theme and tip type:
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■ Int'l Nail Art Design on Paper
1. Contestant must download the design drawing paper digital file from TSIA competition
website and print with white paper. It will receive a 10-points deduction in total score if the
design drawing paper is NOT with a pure white paper.
2. The size for the design drawing paper must be A4 size, and no restriction on its thickness.
3. The design drawing paper must be pasted on the black Bristol board and mounted in the plate
(smooth) side. The size for the mounting board should be A3. Each artwork is limited to ONE
mounting board. It will receive a 10-points deduction in total score if the artwork is not on
mounting board.
4. Stickers, golden/silver stripe and other decorations are ALLOWED to use. Nail shape and
length are not limited.
5. Only 2D design is accepted. Embossed work or stick nail tip on the A4 design drawing paper are NOT ALLOWED. Those
who do not comply with this rule will receive a 30-points deduction in total score.
6. Contestants are NOT ALLOWED to fill in name and leave any marks on the design drawing paper. Those who do not
comply with this rule will receive a ZERO-score.
7. Contestants are NOT ALLOWED to use color pencil, ballpoint pen, fountain pen, pencil etc. Those who do not comply with
this rule will receive a ZERO-score.
8. Only color paint, color gel and polish are allowed to use in the design. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive
a 10-points deduction in total score.

■ Int’l Nail Art Creative Photography—Digital File
1. No restriction on theme. All works must be completed with acrylic, gel, art painting, airbrush series products.
2. The close-ups photos for two hands or single hand are ALLOWED. Background is not restricted. Decorations are
ALLOWED on back hands.
3. Design on real nail or attaching artificial tips on nails are permitted, but those applying nail tips obtain lower scores.
4. Contestants arrange their own photographer to take photos for art works. All photos must be submitted in high-resolution
digital files to the organizer.
5. Digital file must be provided with 29.7x42 cm (A3 size). Portrait or horizontal.
6. Digital file should not be post-produced with any letter、Logo or image. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive
a 10-points deduction in total score.
7. Digital file must be provided with 300dpi resolution, TIF or EPS format. Blurred images after zoom-in will deduct
10-points in total score.
8. Judge points: Photographic skills, photo composition, theme coherence, beauty of design and technique level of the works
are key aspects for judging process.
9. DO NOT forget to provide the name of nail technician, model, and photographer (it will show on advertisement while the
organizer uses).
10. The prize cup award to the nail technician contestant ONLY.
11. The digital file must be submitted before Nov 20th. Those who do not comply with this rule will be considered disqualified.

■ Int’l Phone Case Gel Art Design-Phone case
1. No restriction on theme.
2. No limit to the phone case type, contestant prepare the phone case.
3. All the designs must use art gel design, those who do not comply with this rule will receive
a 100-points deduction in total score.
4. Airbrush is NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a
100-points deduction in total score.
2019 國際手機殼凝膠彩繪
社會組第一名/ 蒲歆宜
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■ Int'l Phone Case Diamond Decoration Design -Phone case
1. No restriction on theme.
2. No limit to the phone case type, contestant prepare the phone case.
3. All the design must use naked diamond as decoration only, any other decoration
accessories (pearl/ lace/shell/ metal…etc.) are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not
comply with this rule will receive a 30-points deduction in total score.
4. Painting, 3D acrylic and gel are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply with this
rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
5. Diamond should over 2/3 of the surface. Those who do not comply with this rule will
receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
6. May create clear base to increase the surface for diamond decoration. No limit to the
2019 國際手機殼貼鑽設計
社會組第一名/ 張瑋姍

height.

■ Int’l Nail Art Design — 5 Long Curve Tips
1.

No restriction on theme.

2.

Contestants should prepare a display box size around 18 x 10 x 4cm. Box height less than 4cm in transparent, the lid
should be able to open not be sealed.

3.

Contestant prepare their long curve tips. (Tip length within 9.3cm, width within 1.3cm. Square or Shrill, tip number #1 / 3
/ 4 / 5 / 6 (no need to place in sequence order). Those who use wrong number for 5 tips or provide incomplete artwork
will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.

4.

All the tips must be visible, do not stick tips together with gel or acrylic powder. Those who do not comply with this rule
will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.

5.

All nail works must be fully completed before submitting. Contestants may stick their name on the bottom of the box.
Any mark or damage on display box is NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a
10-points deduction in total score.

6.

All the materials for nail art are ALLOWED, no restriction on the height and width. Decorated the box is ALLOWED.
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Eyelash Extension
【On-site】
※ No restriction on product brands.
※ Contestants should bring their own floor lamp, cushion, pillow, electricity extension cord, and eyelash extension tools and
products.

※Female or male model, 15 years old or more is permitted. Those who does not comply this rule will receive a 10-points
deduction in total score.
※Please assured that there is no eye makeup, eyelash perm and eye line tattoos on both eyes of model. Those who do not comply
this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
※No entrance is allowed after 5 mins from the competition started.
※Contestant registers for more than two and above categories which need mannequin head. Contestant should prepare two and
above mannequin heads correspond to competition registration.

■ Int’l Lash Extension Magician /50mins
1. Live model, both eyes, applying extensions on upper eyelashes only.
2. For master division, it is at least 400 pieces finished with multilayer extensions (multiple extensions on one eyelash hair)
on upper eyelash of both eyes. (Requested black silk lash-round hair, thickness among 0.15mm~0.07mm, any curve).
Those who do not comply this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
3. For societal division, it should be at least 200 pieces finished with one extension on one eyelash hair technique, on upper
eyelash of both eyes (Requested black Silk lash, round hair, thickness 0.15mm, any curve) .Those who does not comply
this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
4. The organizer provides salon beds (air mattress and pillows, the pillow must be inflated), bedspreads, blanket, table (it is
available to put lash extension tools and products). Contestants should receive the salon bed (air mattress and pillows),
bedspreads, blanket and make the bad well in 10 mins before the event. All articles must be cleaned up and return after the
event.
5. The organizer will have right to take photos during the competition for records, and photos will be authorized to release on
public media, such as magazine, internet, DM, books…etc.
6. Judge points: orderliness, aesthetics, number of the extension lash and the processes from preparation to finish must be well
dealt.
7. 50 mins for competition including the preparation (makeup remove/ clean/ fix the under eyelash).
8. Do not use the lash product already set in multilayer or quick fan products. Those who do not comply this rule will receive
a 10-points deduction in total score.
9. YY、W、V lash are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
10. Use black glue only. Those who do not comply this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.

■Int'l Eyelash Extension Expert /50mins
1. Mannequin head prepared by the contestant. The organizer will provide a pair of false eyelashes (contestant can get back
the work in the same day. It should pay a handle charge NT$200 if they get their works back after event finished.)
Lashes are provided from the organizer. Contestants should prepare double-side tape to stick the lash on mannequin head

(AU009)：C/ 0.1mm/ 6mm/ 70 roots each eye.
2. Contestants prepare the extension lash, use purple round silk lash, thickness 0.15mm, but no restriction on curve and length
of the lashes. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
3. The root of eyelash material should keep a distance 0.1cm from false lash root. Those who do not comply with this rule
will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
4. The extension type limit to doll eye shape on both eyes/ upper lash. At least use 3 sizes lash. Those who do not comply
with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
5. The technique should be one on one extension. Do not pick more than one lash in one time. Those who do not comply with
this rule will be disqualified.
6. Judge points: overall presentation of beauty, extension quantity, neat and tidy and balance.
Social: 1 on 1 eyelash extension at least 50 roots for one eye.
Student: 1 on 1 eyelash extension at least 30 roots for one eye.
7. 30 mins for competition, an extra 2 min before competition for contestant to stick false eyelash on mannequin head.
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8. Use black glue only. Those who do not comply this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.

■Int'l Lash Stylist /50mins
1. Mannequin head prepared by the contestant. The organizer will provide a pair of false eyelashes (contestant can get back
the work in the same day. It should pay a handle charge NT$200 if they get their works back after event finished.)
Lashes are provided from the organizer. Contestants should prepare double-side tape to stick the lash on mannequin head

(AU009)：C/ 0.1mm/ 6mm/ 70 roots each eye.
2. No restriction on type, color, length, thickness and curve of extension eyelashes used in the competition which prepare by
contestant.
3. At least 150 pieces extensions on both eyes.
4. Feather, glitter, paper carves, and stone are allowed to use. Beware the weight should be bearable by real human lash.
Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
5. No restriction on the topic of the design.
6. Judge points: neat extension, eyelash root clean, overall presentation of beauty, techniques & creativity of extension.
7. The mannequin head should not have any decoration. Those who do not comply with this rule will be disqualified.
8. False pair eyelashes are NOT ALLOWED to use for extension. Those who do not comply with this rule will be
disqualified.
9. The extension techniques can be one on one extension or multilayer extensions.
10. 50 mins for competition including preparation process. (an extra 2 min before competition for contestant to stick false
eyelash on mannequin head.)

■Int'l Multilayer Eyelash Extension Expert /30mins
1. Mannequin head prepared by the contestant. The organizer will provide a pair of false eyelashes (contestant can get back
the work in the same day. It should pay a handle charge NT$200 if they get their works back after event finished.)
Lashes are provided from the organizer. Contestants should prepare double-side tape to stick the lash on mannequin head

(AU009)：C/ 0.1mm/ 6mm/ 70 roots each eye.
2. Contestants should use black round silk lash, thickness 0.07mm, length 12mm. Those who do not comply with this rule
will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
3. No restriction on curve of the lashes
4. The multilayer extensions should be at least THREE on one eyelash hair.
5. Judge points: consistency, fan stability and overall presentation of beauty (3 on 1), extension quantity, neat and tidy gel
mark, adhesion of the lashes.
6. 30mins competition time including preparation process. (an extra 2 min before competition for contestant to stick eyelash
on mannequin head.)
7. Do not use the lash product already set in multilayer or quick fan products. Those who do not comply this rule will receive
a 10-points deduction in total score.
8. Use black glue only. Those who do not comply this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
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【Art Work】
 No restriction on quantity of the works. Only one awarded works is limited to each contestant.
 The organizer owns copyrights of all works registered for competition and those works can be used for commercial purpose.
It should indicate the author name while the organizer use.
 All works will be displayed on-site for scoring and must be submitted before the deadline of registration. Those who
submitted the works after deadline will be considered disqualified.
 Contestant should be the original author. If there is any PLAGIARISM confirmed, contestant will be considered disqualified.
The register fee would not be returned.
 Unless possessing legal copyrights, all contestants found infringing copyright will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
 If Art work found ever participated any other competition and won a title, the contestant will be disqualified, and their title
and prize will be retrieved as well. The register fee would not be returned.
 Do not need to submit the instruction of work.
 The art work submit and return can be processed by an agent, the contestant should be responsible for the safety and
protection for the art works. The organizer is not responsible for keeping the art works.

■ Int'l Eyelash Mixed Design
1. Theme: Wedding in different culture, each culture has its own tradition to bless the new wedding couple. Show the
audience about the wedding through eyelash design.
2. Contestants should prepare one pair of fake lashes and use one pair only. Those who do not comply this rule will receive a
10-points deduction in total score.
3. At least 150-180 root of lashes on both eyes. Prepared by contestant.
4. No restriction on type, color, length, thickness and curve of extension eyelashes used for the event.
5. No restriction on the extension techniques, feather, glitter, and diamond are ALLOWED.
6. Works must be well placed in a 18 x 10 x 4cm display box. Decorate the box is ALLOWED.
7. Contestants should prepare a display box size around 18 x 10 x 4cm. Box height less than 4cm in transparent, the lid should
be able to open not be sealed.
8. Judge points: neat and clean in lash root, overall presentation of beauty, extension techniques and creativity.

■ Int’l Color Eyelash Extension Design
1. Contestants prepare one pair of fake lashes and use one pair only. Those who do not comply this rule will receive a
10-points deduction in total score.
2. At least 150 -180 root lashes for both eyes. Prepared by contestant.
3. No restriction on the extension techniques.
4. All thickness of eyelash is ALLOWED.
5. Three or more colors should be used for the event. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points
deduction in total score.
6. Material besides eyelash (feather, glitter, and diamond…etc) are NOT allowed to use. All contestants can only use lashes to
do the works. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a ZERO-score.
7. Use eyelash as decoration is NOT ALLOWED.
8. Works must be well placed in a display box, box prepared by contestants. No size limits.
9. Decorations in/ on the display box are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply with this rule will be considered
disqualified.
10. Judge points: neat and clean in lash root, overall presentation of beauty, extension techniques demonstrated, creativity and
color matching.
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■ Int'l Eyelash Extension Design on Paper
1. Theme: Wedding in different culture, each culture has its own tradition to
bless the new wedding couple. Show the audience about the wedding through
eyelash design.
2. Contestant must download the design drawing paper digital file from TSIA
competition website and print with white paper. The size for the design drawing
paper must be A4 size, and no restriction on its thickness. Those who do not
comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
3. The design drawing paper must be pasted on the black Bristol board and
mounted in the plate (smooth) side. The size for the mounting board should be
A3. Each artwork is limited to ONE mounting board. Those who do not comply
with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
4. Any letter or mark beside the lash design/ hair and makeup are NOT
ALLOWED. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points
deduction in total score.
5. False pair lashes are NOT ALLOWED. The contestants should extend the eyelash by themselves. Those who do not
comply with this rule will be considered disqualified.
6. Contestants prepare one pair of fake lashes and use one pair only. At least 150 -180 root lashes for both eyes. Prepared by
contestant. Those who do not comply this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
7. No restriction on the extension techniques, feather, glitter, diamond and lace are ALLOWED.
8. No restriction on type, color, length, thickness and curve of extension eyelashes used in the competition which prepare by
contestant.
9. The design should include hair and make up. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in
total score.
10. The height of the design should limit in 15cm. Width and length should not over the A4 paper. Those who do not comply
with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
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Tattoo
 All brand products are ALLOWED
 On-site contestants please prepare own table lamp, electricity extension cord, battery and tattoo machine. Bring towel or
plastic board if need to cover the table.
 Contestants must wipe clean the tattoo work. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive 10-points deduction in total
score.
 Judges will wipe the work with oil base cotton pad to make sure the tattoo clean well. After this procedure, judges are able to
check the real statement of tattoo. Those who do not comply with this rule will affect the total score.
 Clean table will also be a score point. Do not leave color milk or trash in the competition area. Those who comply with this
rule with a serious behavior will be considered disqualified. (For example: spill mike on the table)
 Those who share the product or machine with others will be considered disqualified.
 Contestant should submit the art work before the deadline of registration. Those who do not comply with this rule will be
considered disqualified.

【On-site】
■ Int'l Tattoo (Matte Eyebrow) / 30 mins
1. Use the white fake skin from organizer (with competition stamp). Those who change the fake skin will be considered
disqualified.
2. Use brown color milk. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
3. The matte eyebrow tattoo should be processed with machine or manual technique. Those who do not comply with this rule
will be considered disqualified.
4. Tattoo design should be clear without color spot or dot, balance eyebrow shape.
5. Judge points: Balance (shape/ height/ width/length), overall completion, beauty of design, 3D gradient, clean and the color
(balance/ saturation/ stability)
6. Competition time 30 mins include the table preparation.
7. No limit to the eyebrow shape, the brow width needs to be more than 0.5cm, eyebrow length needs more than 5 cm.

■ Int'l Tattoo (Fluttering Eyebrow) / 30 mins
1. Use the white fake skin from organizer (with competition stamp). Those who change the fake skin will be considered
disqualified.
2. Please use brown color milk. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
3. The fluttering eyebrow tattoo should be processed with fluttering line skill. Those who do not comply with this rule will be
considered disqualified.
4. Tattoo should be clear without color spot or dot, balance eyebrow shape.
5. Judge points: Balance (shape/ height/ width/length), overall completion, beauty of design, 3D gradient, clean and the color
(balance/ saturation/ stability).
6. Competition time 30 mins include the table preparation.
7. No limit to the eyebrow shape, the brow width needs need to be more than 0.5 cm, eyebrow length needs more than 5 cm.

■ Int'l Tattoo (Eye Line) / 30 mins
1. Use the eye shape fake skin from organizer (with competition stamp).
2. Use black color milk. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a
10-points deduction in total score.
3. The eye line tattoo should match the eye shape、smooth and balance.
4. Judge points: Balance shape、overall completion、beauty of design、clean and the
color balance/ saturation/ stability.
5. Competition time 30 mins include the table preparation.
6. No limit to the eye line shape. (Eye shape fake skin will be provided randomly)
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■ Int'l Tattoo (Lip) / 40 mins
1. Societal Division: Use the lip shape fake skin from organizer (with competition stamp). Those who change the fake skin
will be considered disqualified. Four types of lip shape will be provided randomly.
Use true red color milk, no gradient colors.
2. Master Division: Use the lip shape fake skin from organizer (with competition
stamp). Those who change the fake skin will be considered disqualified.
Use gradient colors skill, no limit to true red color milk.
3. Tattoo should be clear without color spot or dot, balance shape and even color.
4. Judge points: Balance shape, overall completion, beauty of lip shape design, clean and the color (balance/ saturation/
stability)
5. Competition time 40 mins include the table preparation.

【Art Work】
■ Int'l Static Tattoo (Fluttering Eyebrow)
1. Use own fake skin in white color, size should not less than14.5x9cm.
2. Use brown color milk. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in total score.
3. The eyebrow tattoo should be processed with fluttering line skill. Those who do not comply with this rule will be
considered disqualified.
4. Tattoo should be clear without color spot or dot, balance eyebrow shape.
5. No limit to the eyebrow shape, the brow width needs to be more than 0.5cm, eyebrow length needs more than 5cm.
6. Judge points: Balance (shape/ height/ width/length), overall completion, beauty of eyebrow shape design, 3D gradient,
clean and the color (balance/ saturation/ stability).

■ Int'l Static Tattoo (Matte Eyebrow + eye line)
1. Use eye shape fake skin, prepare by contestants.
2. Use coffee or brown color milk for eyebrow. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in
total score. Use black color milk for eyeline. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in
total score.
3. The eyebrow tattoo should be processed with matte eyebrow skill. Those who do not comply with this rule will be
considered disqualified. No limit to the eyebrow shape, brow width needs more than 0.5 cm, eyebrow length needs more
than 5.0 cm.
4. Tattoo should be clear without color spot or dot, balance eyebrow shape. Smooth eye line and 3D gradient
5. Judge points: Balance (shape/ height/ width/length), overall completion, beauty of design, 3D gradient, clean and the color
(balance/ saturation/ stability)
6. May draw eyeball. No effect to the score.

■ Int'l Static Tattoo (Matte Eyebrow)
1. Use own fake skin in white color, size should not less than14.5x9cm.
2. Use coffee or brown color milk for eyebrow. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in
total score.
3. The eyebrow tattoo should be processed with matte eyebrow skill. Those who do not comply with this rule will be
considered disqualified.
4. Tattoo should be clear without color spot or dot、balance eyebrow shape. Smooth eye line and 3D gradient
5. No limit to the eyebrow shape, brow width needs more than 0.5cm, eyebrow length needs more than 5.0cm.
6. Judge points: Balance (shape/ height/ width/length), overall completion, beauty of design, 3D gradient, clean and the color
(balance/ saturation/ stability)
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■ Int'l Static Tattoo (Eyebrow/ Eye line/ Lip)
1. Use face fake skin as instruction. Prepare by contestants.
2. The face fake skin must in the same shape as competition regulation instruction. Those
who do not comply with this rule will receive a 30-points deduction in total score.
3. Use black color milk for eye line. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a
10-points deduction in total score.
4. The eyebrow tattoo should be processed with matte eyebrow skill. Those who do not
comply with this rule will be considered disqualified.
5. Judge points: Balance (shape/ height/ width/length), overall completion, beauty of
eyebrow design, 3D gradient, clean and the color (balance/ saturation/ stability).
6. Use coffee or brown color milk for eyebrow. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points deduction in
total score.
7. No limit to the eyebrow shape, eyebrow width needs more than 0.5cm, eyebrow length needs more than 5cm.
8. No limit to the eye line shape.
9. Lip color and technique: Societal DivisionUse true red color milk, no gradient colors. Master divisionUse gradient
colors skill, no limit to true red color milk.
10. May draw eyeball. No effect to the score.

■ Int'l Static Tattoo (Eye Line)
1. Use the eye shape fake skin, no limit to the shape, prepare by contestants.
2. Use black color milk. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 10-points
deduction in total score.
3. The eye line tattoo should match the eye shape、smooth and balance.
4. Judge points: Balance shape、overall completion、beauty of design、clean and the color
balance/ saturation/ stability.
5. No limit to the eye line shape.

■ Int'l Static Tattoo
1. Use fake skin, skin color or white color. Prepare by contestants.
2. The size of fake skin should not over 15X20cm.
3. Not limited to the color of color milk.
4. Judge points: Overall completion, beauty of design, clear line and the color (balance/ saturation/ stability).

■ Int'l Static Tattoo (Lip)
1. Societal division: Use the lip shape fake skin, prepare by contestants. No limit to the lip shape. Use true red color milk no
gradient color.
2. Master division: Use the lip shape fake skin, prepare by contestants. No limit to the lip shape. Use gradient colors skill, no
limit to true red color milk.
3. Tattoo should be clear without color spot or dot, balance shape.
4. Judge points: Balance shape, overall completion, beauty of lip design, clean and the
color balance/ saturation/ stability.
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Beauty
 No restriction on product brands.
 Contestants should bring their own table tripod, table lamp, electricity extension cord, mirror, tools and products.
 Female model only, 15 years old or more is allowed.
 Due to the competition venue restrictions, please refer to the competition rules and size of works restrictions.
 Cell phone is NOT ALLOWED in the competition period. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a ZERO-score.
 Contestants must submit their works and place it to the specific location on time. Those who do not comply with this rule will
be considered a waiver.
 Any art work which once been registered in other competition and win a prize should not be registered. Those who comply
with this rule will be considered disqualified.
 The prize will be canceled, and all the reward should be returned. Registration fee will not be refunded.

【On-site】
■ Int’l Bridal Make-up Design/ 40 mins
1. Level B Makeup Face Chart (2020 version) should be used.
2. A4 size face chart will be provided by the organizer. Make sure works should
not exceed 0.5cm below the contestant number on drawing paper after
finished.
3. Those who do not comply this rule will receive 10-points deduction in total
score. The works will not be returned after the event.
4. Contestants need to bring their own cosmetics. No restriction on materials of
cosmetics.
5. Contestants are NOT ALLOWED to frame their face chart and surrounding
decorations. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a Zero-score
in total score and be disqualified.
6. Airbrush and stencil are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply this
rule will receive a Zero-score in total score and be disqualified.
7. The paper pattern is NOT ALLOWED. Contestants who do not comply with
this rule will receive a Zero- score in total score.
8. Judge points: Creative design 30%, Makeup techniques 30%, and overall presentation 40%.

■ Int’l Banquet Make-up/ 50 mins
1. The hair style and nail decorations can be prepared before competition. The hair decorations cannot exceed 40cm height
from the scalp. Those who do not comply this rule will receive 100-points deduction in total score and be disqualified.
2. Before competition begins, all models can have lotion or emulsion on face. The makeup or other product in advance is
NOT ALLOWED, those who do not comply this rule will receive a Zero-score in total score and be disqualified.
3. Models must wear evening dress, suggested not being too exposed. Those who do not wear evening dress will receive a
100-points deduction in total score.
4. Models must wear fake eyelashes, but do not do the eyelash extension in advance. Those who do not comply this rule will
receive a Zero-score in total score and be disqualified.
5. Airbrush and stencil are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply this rule will receive a Zero-score in total score and
be disqualified.
6. Model should not have any tattoo on face (include lip/ eye line/ eyebrow). Those who do not comply this rule will receive a
Zero-score in total score and be disqualified.
7. Judge points: Creative design 20%, Makeup techniques 40%, Styling (Hair and Clothing) 20%, Overall presentation 20%.
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■ Int’l Bridal Make-up/ 50 mins
1. The hair style and decorations can be prepared before competition
2. Before competition begins, all models can have lotion or emulsion on face. The makeup or other product in advance is
NOT ALLOWED; those who do not comply with this rule will receive a Zero-score in total score and be disqualified.
3. Models must wear white wedding dress, suggested not being too exposed. Those who do not comply this rule will receive a
Zero-score in total score and be disqualified. So does over-exaggerate wearing.
4. Models must wear fake eyelashes, but do not do the eyelash extension in advance. Those who do not comply this rule will
receive a Zero-score in total score and be disqualified.
5. The height of the head decoration cannot exceed 30 cm from the scalp and both sides cannot exceed the shoulder width.
Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 100-points deduction in total score.
6. Airbrush and stencil are NOT ALLOWED. Those who do not comply this rule will receive a Zero-score in total score and
be disqualified.
7. Model should not have any tattoo on face (include lip/ eye line/ eyebrow). Those who do not comply this rule will receive a
Zero-score in total score and be disqualified.
8. Judge points: Makeup techniques 40%, Styling (hair and clothing) 40%, Overall presentation 20%.

■ Int’l Special Make-up
1. No limit to the material or theme.
2. Contestants need to finish all the style design in advance. A contestant prepare area will be provided from the organizer. In
the scoring area, contestant will have 20mins to do all the final adjustments
3. Contestant can be own model. No limit to the gender or age. Only one model for one contestant.
4. Judge points: Creative design 30%, Special effect techniques 30%, and overall presentation 40%.
5. Models need to attend the award ceremony and stage demonstration (catwalk).

【Art Work】
■ Int'l Mask Art Design
1. Contestants prepare their own plain mask, no restriction on types of mask. Finish the art work in advanced.
2. No limit to the materials and subject
3. Contestants can frame their mask art painting, Size within 35cm (W) X 45cm (L). Those who do not comply with this rule
will receive a 100-points deduction in total score.
4. Any art work which once been awarded in other competition should not be registered. Those who comply with this rule
will be considered disqualified. The prize will be canceled, and all the reward should be returned. Registration fee will not
refund.
5. Judge points: Creative design 30%, Painting skill 30%, Overall beauty presentation 40%.

■ Int’l Static Creative Make-up Design
1. No limit to the material, finish the art work in advanced.
2. Contestants must download the design drawing paper digital file from TSIA
competition website and print it out with white A4 paper. It can print with a pure
white paper only. Do not change the size. Those who do not comply with this rule
will receive a 100-points deduction in total score and be disqualified.
3. Thick cardboard (A3 size) can be decorated before competition. But the surrounding
decorations and designs can not exceed the edge of paper frame. Those who do not
comply with this rule will receive a 100-points deduction in total score and be
disqualified.
4. Make sure the work does not exceed 0.5cm below the contestant number on drawing
paper after finished. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive 10-points
deduction in total score.
5. Judge points: Creative design 30%, Makeup techniques 30%, Overall presentation 40%.
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■ Int'l Bride Bouquet Design
1. No limit to the material. Free creativity, contestant should finish the art work in advance.
2. Prepare own tabletop tripod or tabletop stand. Those who do not stand the bouquet upright will receive a 100-points
deduction in total score and be disqualified.
3. Bouquet size: 45(L)x45(W)x45(H)cm. Those who over the size limit will receive a 100-points deduction in total score and
be disqualified.
4. Judge points: Subject creativity 30%, Overall design 40%, Art view 30%.
5. No further peripherally decoration. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 100-points deduction in total
score and be disqualified.

■ Int'l Barbie Fashion
1. No limit to the material or subject. Free creativity, contestant should finish the art work in advance.
2. Put the art work upright. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive 10-points deduction in total score.
3. Size: 45(L) x45(W) x60(H)cm. Those who over the size limit will receive a 100-points deduction in total score and be
disqualified.
4. Judge points: Overall design 40%, Subject of fashion and creativity 30%, Technique 30%.

■ Int'l Special Make-up Design
1. Contestant needs to create the art work on mannequin head and finish it in advance.
2. No limit to the material or subject.
3. Size: 50(L) X50(W) X60(H) cm. Those who over the size limit will receive a 100-points deduction in total score.
4. Score points: Creative design 30%, Design techniques 30%, Overall presentation 40%.

■ Int'l Static Bridal Make-up Design
1. No limit to the material or subject.
2. Contestants must download the design drawing paper digital file from competition
website and print it out with white A4 paper. It can print with a pure white paper only.
Do not change the size. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a
100-points deduction in total score and be disqualified.
3. Thick cardboard (A3 size) can be decorated before competition. But the surrounding
decorations and designs can not exceed the edge of paper frame. Those who do not
comply with this rule will receive a 100-points deduction in total score and be
disqualified.
4. Make sure the work does not exceed 0.5cm below the contestant number on drawing
paper after finished. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive 10-points
deduction in total score.
5. Judge points: Creative design 30%, Makeup techniques 30%, Overall presentation 40%.

■ Int'l two-tone Art Design
1. No limit to the material or theme.
2. Design drawing paper (A3 size) should be only used.
3. No further peripherally decorations to the thick cardboard (A3 size), total designs can not exceed the edge of paper frame
(A3 size). Those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 100-points deduction in total score and be disqualified.
4. Judge points: Creative design 30%, Creative skill 30%, Overall presentation 40%.
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■ Int'l Decoupage Mask Design
1. Contestant must prepare their own mask, no restriction on mask types.
2. Decoupage materials should be only used; those who do not comply with this rule will receive a 100-points deduction in
total score.
3. Contestants can frame their mask art design, Size within 35cm (W) X 45cm(L). Those who do not comply with this rule
will receive a 100-points deduction in total score.
4. Judge points: Creative design 30%, Design technique 30%, Overall presentation 40%.

■ Int'l Flower Design
1. No limit to the material or subject.
2. Size: 50(L) X50(W) X60(H)cm. Those who over the size limit will receive a 100-points deduction in total score.
3. Judge points: Creative design 30%, Design technique 30%, Overall presentation 40%.

■ Int'l Boutonniere Design
1. No limit to the material or subject.
2. Size: 25(L) X25(W) X25(H) cm. Those who over the size limit will receive a 100-points deduction in total score.
3. Judge points: Creative design 30%, Design technique 30%, Overall presentation 40%.

■ Int'l Art Design
1. No limit to the material or subject.
2. Size (with frame): 45(L) X35(W) X10(H) cm. Those who over the size limit will receive a 100-points deduction in total
score.
3. Judge points: Creative design 30%, Design technique 30%, Overall presentation 40%.

■ Int'l Sketch Make-up Design
1. No limit to the theme, contestants can only do the creation by color pencils and makeup products.
2. Art works can only be 2D design and no further decorative design.
3. Size (with frame): 45(L) X35(W) X10(H) cm. Those who over the size limit will receive a 100-points deduction in total
score.
4. Judge points: Creative design 30%, Design technique 30%, Overall presentation 40%.

■ Int'l Art Jelly Design
1. No limit to the material、techniques or subject.
2. Size: 35 X35cm, no limit to the shape. Those who over the size
limit will receive a 100-points deduction in total score.
3. Judge points: Creative subject 30%, 3D Design 30%, Overall
color matching 40%.
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Hair
【On-site】
■ Int'l Standard Cold Perm/ 30 mins
1. Use mannequin head with tabletop tripod, prepare by contestants.
2. Divide 10 areas before the competition.
3. Perm rod color should be blue/green/ mulberry.
4. Base on the standard of level C technician for female hairdressing-cold perm, 60 rods or above.
5. Rubber band should only be red and perm paper is white.
6. Judge points: Correctly line the perm rod, three colors justified 30%, Angle and correctly use rubber band (loose inside and
tight outside) 30%, Overall beauty 40%.

■ Int'l Bridal Hair Style/ 40 mins
1. Use mannequin head, prepare by contestants.
2. Hair decoration should not over 1/3 of the hair style.
3. Hair extension is ALLOWED.
4. No limit to the hair color.
5. Judge points: Overall design 40%, Subject of fashion and creativity 30%, Technique 30%.

■ Int'l Fan-shaped Cold Perm/ 30 mins
1. Use mannequin head with tabletop tripod, prepare by contestants.
2. Divide 10 areas before the competition.
3. Perm rod color should be blue/green/ mulberry.
4. Base on the standard of level C technician for female hairdressing-Fan shape cold perm, 60 rods or above.
5. Rubber band should only be red and perm paper is white.
6. Judge points: Correctly line the perm rod 25%, evenly divide hair 25%, correctly use rubber band (loose inside and tight
outside) 25%, Overall beauty 25%.

【Art Work】
■ Int'l Static Bridal Hair Style Design
1. Use mannequin head with tripod, prepare by contestants. Art work should be finished in advance.
2. Hair decoration should not over 1/3 of the hair style.
3. Hair extension is ALLOWED. No limit to the hair color.
4. Judge points: Overall design 40%, Subject of fashion and creativity 30%, Technique 30%.
5. Contestant should submit the art work before the deadline of registration. Those who do not comply with this rule will be
considered disqualified.

■ Int'l Hair Coloring – on Sock Bun
1. Use mannequin head with tripod, prepare by contestants. Art work should be finished in advance.
2. Hair decoration should NOT over 1/3 of the hair style.
3. Do not use hair extension.
4. Color dying include black should at least 3 colors or above.
5. Those who do not comply with rule 1-4, the score will result in zero.
6. Judge point: Overall design 40%, Subject of fashion and creativity 30%, Technique 30%.
7. Contestant should submit the art work before the deadline of registration. Those who do not comply with this rule will be
considered disqualified.
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■ Int'l Hair Cut
1. Use mannequin head, prepare by contestants. Art work should be finished in advance.
2. Fashion styling can be freely created, and it needs to be based on overall aesthetics.
3. Can be perm, coloring or bleaching hair with no hair color limited.
4. No hair accessories can be worn. Those who do not comply with this rule will receive 100-points deduction in total score.
5. Judge points: Overall creativity 40%、Creative technique 30%、Creative theme 30%

■ Int'l Male hair style parted on the left side
1. Use mannequin head, prepare by contestants. Art work should be finished in advance.
2. Judge points:
The lines of hair style must be neat, detailed, do not cover ears and the shape must be square &round 30%.
Hair tightness/bending/hair edging/horns/hairline around ears/hairline around neck must be meticulous and beautiful 30%.
Overall hair contour is symmetrical 40%.

■ Int'l Male Butch Cut
1. Use mannequin head, prepare by contestants. Art work should be finished in advance.
2. The length of hair on the forehead should not be shorter than 4cm. The length of hair around the hairline and around the
corner should not be shorter than 0.5cm. Other parts of the hair should be created with no limit. (Base on the standard of
level B technician for male haircutting-butch hair length), otherwise it is calculated with zero points.
3. Judge points:
Hair length is completed according to regulations 30%.
Whether the top horizontal line and vertical lines on both sides are neat 30%.
Overall hair contour is symmetrical and aesthetics 40%.

■ Int'l Level C Technician Hairdressing- Cut/ Blow Drying
1. Use mannequin head, prepare by contestants. Art work should be finished in advance.
2. According to the national level C technician for hairdressing- hair cut/ blow drying (question three-forward slash cut) as the
competition topic.
3. Judge points: Matching the subject 30%, Operating technique 30%, Overall aesthetics 40%

■ Int'l Finger Wave Hairstyle
1. Use mannequin head which better with black color hair, prepare by contestants.
2. According to the national level B technician for hair setting (question five) as the standard.
3. Take the hair style parted on the right side. The "three-and-seven-point line" will be made up of seven layers.
4. The first to fifth layers are finger waves with the 4.5cm width corrugations.
5. The sixth to seventh layers are flat curls with the 1.5cm width.
6. Using black hair pins, the direction of each hair pin line should be the same.
7. Judge points: Smooth finger waves, correct width 30%, Finger waves connection appropriate 30%, Overall beauty 40%.
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